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What you Need (259 responses) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Other: Cleaning Supplies, Information on FFCRA leave, Information separated by child care provider/business classification 

Private Pay Childcare Providers 
Program Size (357 responses): the majority of the responses come from childcare 
providers with small programs less than 50 children. The remaining responses 
came from providers with relatively large programs serving 51-200 students or 
more.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Age Groups (357 responses): the responses are mostly from providers that serve 
infants through preschool aged children, however, 43% of the responses also 
serve school-age.  

VOICES FROM THE FIELD 

“BA/BS teachers make 
minimum wages, work 
long hours, have no 
benefits because we 
love our work and love 
providing quality care for 
our children and 
families. We have been 
promised so many 
advances over the 
years, and Early 
Childhood educators are 
the last to be respected 
and recognized.” 

“It's so hard trying to 
keep spirits up, our own, 
our educators, our 
families when so much 
is unknown.” 

“The current 
reimbursement that the 
State has offered 
EECCP's (for the two-
week closure) will not be 
sufficient for the 
extended closure until 
May 4th. While we are 
committed to supporting 
essential workers, we 
would not be able to pay 
staff. Without additional 
funding it would be 
necessary to continue to 
charge tuition to private 
pay families, causing an 
undue financial burden 
on them, as well.” 
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Info. about funding programs

Support/info. from local community

HR support: Small Business Loans/Grants

HR support: Furlough

HR support: Unemployment

Supplies for families: Activities

Supplies for families: Formula

Supplies for families: Diapers

Supplies for families: Food

How other programs are making decisions

Business planning support

Support to make financial decisions
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School Age

Preschool

Toddlers

Infants
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Program Funding (357 responses): the majority of the responses rely on private pay 
funding for their programs. About a quarter of the responses rely on a combination 
of private pay and subsidies. 	

 

 
Billing Cycle and Tuition: most of the providers bill on a weekly basis. Since the 
March 15th closure (extended through May 4th), only 11% of programs have 
continued to bill families. Approximately half of the programs have stopped billing 
entirely and about a third are unsure or are billing on a case-by-case basis. 

When do you bill families? (355 responses) 

 

Are you charging private-pay tuition during the closure? (357 responses) 

 
 
Educators’ Pay: most childcare providers have either stopped paying educators or are unsure of their ability to 
survive financially if they continue to pay educators. Of the 32% of providers that are still paying their employees, most 
are unsure of how long they can sustain payment during closure. Only 14% can afford to continue paying their 
educators through the month of April.  

Will you continue to pay educators? (325 responses) If yes, for how long? (224 responses) 
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VOICES FROM THE 
FIELD 

“The early childhood 
sector has taken a 
huge hit. We were 
already operating on 
small margins to begin 
with, teachers were 
already underpaid, and 
we had little support 
from federal or state 
level. We cannot afford 
to get lost in the midst 
of the relief efforts of 
this crisis.” 

“There is a direct link 
between childcare and 
the business sector of 
our country; if our 
parents can't have their 
children in childcare, 
they cannot work, and 
no workers means no 
business. Early 
childhood education 
must be supported not 
just now, but into the 
future.” 

 


